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What do you do when your database application isn’t running fast enough? You troubleshoot, of course. Finding the slow part of an application is often the easy part of the battle. It’s finding a solution that’s difficult. Troubleshooting Oracle Performance helps by providing a systematic approach to addressing the underlying causes of poor database application performance.
	Written for developers by an application developer who has learned by doing
	Gives a systematic approach to solving database application performance problems
	Helps you plan for performance as you would for any other application requirement


What you’ll learn

	See how to treat and plan for performance as a basic application requirement.
	Identify performance problems using a systematic and repeatable approach. 
	Configure your query optimizer to meet your application performance goals. 
	Optimize table accesses, joins, and physical table layout. 
	Read and recognize inefficient SQL execution plans. 
	Reduce inefficiencies from too much procedural code.


Who is this book for?

For application developers and database administrators involved in troubleshooting performance problems of Oracle-based applications

About the Apress Pro Series

The Apress Pro series books are practical, professional tutorials to keep you on and moving up the professional ladder.

You have gotten the job, now you need to hone your skills in these tough competitive times. The Apress Pro series expands your skills and expertise in exactly the areas you need. Master the content of a Pro book, and you will always be able to get the job done in a professional development project. Written by experts in their field, Pro series books from Apress give you the hard-won solutions to problems you will face in your professional programming career.

Related Titles from Apress

	Cost-Based Oracle Fundamentals
	The Art and Science of Oracle Performance Tuning
	Forecasting Oracle Performance


About the Author

Since 1995, Christian Antognini has been focusing on understanding how the Oracle database engine works. His main interests range from logical and physical database design, to the integration of databases with Java applications, the query optimizer, and basically everything else related to performance management and tuning. He is currently working as a senior consultant and trainer at   "blank">Trivadis AG (http://www.trivadis.com) in Zürich, Switzerland. If he is not helping one of his customers to get the most out of Oracle, he is somewhere lecturing on optimization or new Oracle database features for developers. He is member of the Trivadis Performance Team and of the OakTable Network (http://oaktable.net).
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Endocrine Neoplasia (Cancer Treatment and Research)Springer, 2009
Endocrine Neoplasia is a comprehensive, updated, and clearly-written text covering the diseases for which endocrine surgical expertise is often needed. We look towards advances in the science and the art of endocrine surgery to continuously improve outcomes for our patients. The goal of this text was to provide a detailed description of both the...
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Pancreas - Pathological Practice and ResearchKarger, 2007

	The pancreas is an unobtrusive organ, and the prospects and possibilities of solving the physiological and pathological nature of its behavior are numerous. When conducting a pathological study or an investigation of the pancreas, it is important to consider its anatomical and embryological basis as well as the occurrence of age-related...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Better SkinAlpha, 2004
From diet to peels—a complete picture.
 A skin-care expert and a medical writer provide readers with a lifelong plan for good skin. With advice for everyone from teens to seniors, they cover such topics as the importance of diet, exercise, and water intake; which "cosmeceuticals" and pharmaceuticals...
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Essential Discrete Math for Computer SciencePrentice Hall, 2002

	This book introduces readers to the mathematics of computer science and prepares them for the math they will encounter in other college courses. It includes applications that are specific to computer science, helps learners to develop reasoning skills, and provides the fundamental mathematics necessary for computer scientists. Chapter topics...
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Analysis and design of plated structures: Volume 1:  StabilityCRC Press, 2006
Written by an international team of contributors and under the aegis of distinguished editors, Analysis and Design of Plated Structures: Volume 1: Stability reviews the wealth of research in this important area and its implications for design, safety, and maintenance. The book considers the various types of buckling that plated...
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PowerShell in Depth: An administrator's guideManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		PowerShell in Depth is the kind of book you'll want open on your desk most of the time. With 40 short chapters, each focused on a specific area of PowerShell, you'll be able to find the answers you need quickly. Each chapter is concise and to-the-point, so you can spend less time reading and...
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